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Convenient handles
Perfect shape, good to hold, optimized installation and tailoring: The new GN 428 machine
handles and GN 328 "U" handles from Ganter
are made from solid aluminum and reflect the
latest developments in industrial design.
Design is one of the keys to success in mechanical engineering
- good design increases demand, economics and efficiency, and
provides a USP. Handles play an important role in this process. For
this reason, Ganter developed a new generation of elegant and customizable machine handles.
Every detail is shaped by contemporary industrial design, recently
awarded the iF DESIGN AWARD and the Red Dot Design Award,
which is also reflected in the standard parts. Particular care is required for parts like handles which enable users to interact with equipment. They provide a visual touchstone for brands and equipment
ranges, and represent a haptic commitment to quality.
That’s why Ganter is using solid drawn aluminum profiles for its new
range of GN 428 machine handles. Two standard cross sections are
available in six lengths with anodized or powder-coated surfaces.
Customers can choose the mounting connections to be on the front
or back, with a threaded blind hole or standard hole. Dimensions,
bending geometry, coating types and coating colors are easy and
cheap to customize.
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All of these features are also provided by the GN 328 "U" handles.
These smaller handles are similar in shape to the machine handles
and made from die-cast aluminum. They are available in two sizes
with a powder coating or polished surface. Every effort was made
to optimize the ergonomics of the stirrup-type handles. The internal
recesses and rounded edges allow for easy and robust handling.
In future, investment cast stirrup-type handles made of corrosionresistant A4 stainless steel will be available for use in particularly
corrosive environments.
You can find more information online at www.ganter-griff.com.

